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Life of Fred Lake Penguin
Learn at home with help from The Wonder Years/Hallmark actress, math whiz,
and New York Times bestselling author Danica McKellar using her acclaimed
McKellar Math books! Bathtime will be squeaky clean and sneaky smart fun in
this original board book that gives your toddler a head start on learning
math, all as part of your daily at-home routine! Take one messy baby, two
busy feet, three rambunctious friends, four wayward ducks, and five floaty
bubbles--and get a tubful of fun as one family's bathtime routine turns
into a nightly ritual they can "count on"! Danica McKellar uses her proven
math success to show children that math is all around us as she cleverly
introduces the early addition concept of "counting on"--the idea that when
we add 1, we can get the answer by simply counting on to the next number.
This next book in the McKellar Math line shows that even washing your hair
can be full of math fun!

Mama, how Long Will You Love Me? Crown Books for Young Readers
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Count your way to sweet dreams with help from The Wonder
Years/Great American Family star, math whiz, and author Danica McKellar! This New York Times bestselling
bedtime book with a math twist is perfect both for getting ready for bed and learning at home. This deceptively
simple bedtime book sneaks in secret counting concepts to help make your 2-5 year old smarter . . . and by the
end, sleepier! The first in the McKellar Math line, Goodnight, Numbers gives your child the building blocks for
math success. As children say goodnight to the objects all around them—three wheels on a tricycle, four legs on a
cat—they will connect with the real numbers in their world while creating cuddly memories, night after night.
Loving numbers is as easy as 1, 2, 3! "A winner for bedtimes or storytimes focusing on counting." —School
Library Journal "The joys of counting combine with pretty art and homage to Goodnight Moon." —Kirkus
The Kissing Hand Triumph Books
Learn at home with help from The Wonder Years/Hallmark actress, math whiz, and New York Times
bestselling author Danica McKellar using her acclaimed McKellar Math books! Fairies, butterflies, and magic
help to make this math-focused board book positively enchanting! Join ten flower friends for a night of
excitement that mixes a little math with a lot of magic. As each flower turns into a butterfly, children will

discover different ways to group numbers to create ten, an essential building block of math, all while watching
each flower's dream come true. (And keep an eye out for the adorable caterpillar who wishes he could fly,
too!) In this, the second book in the McKellar Math line, Danica McKellar once again sneaks in secret
addition and subtraction concepts to help make your child smarter and uses her proven math success to show
children that loving numbers is as easy as a wave of a wand and a BING BANG BOO! "[Danica McKellar's]
bringing her love of numbers to children everywhere." --Brightly on Goodnight, Numbers "Danica McKellar
is now on a mission to make math fun for even the youngest of kids." --L.A. Parent Magazine Don't Miss
Even More Math Fun in Bathtime Mathtime!
The Complete FreeBSD "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
The TEAS 6 Math is a test preparation workbook focusing on the fifteen topics
featured on the math section of the TEAS test. This workbook includes a diagnostic
test, 2 full-length practice tests, 1,400+ practice questions, and topics clustered
based on level of difficulty and similarity in terms of solving. Concepts can be
mastered in 1-3 steps, and check points are available throughout the text providing
continuous assessment.

A Kissing Hand for Chester Raccoon Dragonfly Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Count your way to sweet dreams with help from
The Wonder Years/Great American Family star, math whiz, and author Danica McKellar!
This New York Times bestselling bedtime book with a math twist is perfect both for
getting ready for bed and learning at home. This deceptively simple bedtime book
sneaks in secret counting concepts to help make your 2-5 year old smarter . . . and by
the end, sleepier! The first in the McKellar Math line, Goodnight, Numbers gives your
child the building blocks for math success. As children say goodnight to the objects all
around them—three wheels on a tricycle, four legs on a cat—they will connect with the
real numbers in their world while creating cuddly memories, night after night. Loving
numbers is as easy as 1, 2, 3! "A winner for bedtimes or storytimes focusing on
counting." —School Library Journal "The joys of counting combine with pretty art and
homage to Goodnight Moon." —Kirkus
All the Feels Abrams
The New York Times bestselling math workbook from actress and math genius Danica
McKellar that teaches seventh to ninth grade girls how to conquer pre-algebra! Stepping
up not only the math but the sass and style, McKellar helps math-phobic teenagers
moving up into high school chill out and finally “get” negative numbers, variables,
absolute values, exponents, and more. As she did so effectively in Math Doesn't Suck,
McKellar uses personality quizzes, reader polls, real-life testimonials, and stories from
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her own life—in addition to clear instruction, helpful tips, and practice problems—revealing
why pre-algebra is easier, more relevant, and more glamorous than girls think.
Do Not Open This Math Book Penguin
The Seattle Seahawks are perennial contenders, with ten division titles, three
conference championships, and, of course, a Super Bowl title to show for it. Dave
Wyman, as a former player and current analyst, has gotten to witness more than his fair
share of that history up close and personal. Through singular anecdotes only they can
tell, as well as conversations with current and past players, this book provides fans with
a one-of-a-kind, insider's look into the great moments, the lowlights, and everything in
between. Seahawks fans will not want to miss this.
Double Puppy Trouble McGraw Hill Professional
This edited collection describes how the Autonomous Learning Behaviours (ALB) model, formulated by
Fennema and Peterson, specifically relates to gender differences in mathematics education, learning
and performance. The book provides a background to the debate on gender differences; considers the
interactions between internal beliefs and external influences, as well as their effects on learning math;
and provides a summary of the latest research relevant to the ALB model. Gender differences in
learning mathematics is examined from a variety of perspectives, strengthened by longitudinal studies
and a cross-cultural American and Australian perspective..
Girls Get Curves Harper Collins
Now in paperback, a heartfelt YA rom-com about smart girls, love-struck boys, and
quantum theory Seventeen-year-old Evie Beckham has never been interested in dating.
She’s fully occupied by her love of math and her frequent battles with anxiety. Besides,
she’s always found the idea of kissing to be kind of weird and pretty unsanitary, when
you think about it. But with the help of her therapist and her support system, she’s
feeling braver. Maybe even brave enough to enter a prestigious physics competition or
to say yes to the new boy who’s been flirting with her. Evie’s best friend, Caleb, has
always been a little in love with Evie, and though he knows she isn’t ready for romance,
he hopes that when she is, she’ll choose him. So Caleb is horrified when he is forced to
witness Evie’s meet-cute with a floppy-haired, mathematically gifted transfer student. In
desperation, Caleb decides to use an online forum to capture Evie’s interest. When it
goes better than he could’ve wished for, he wonders if it’s possible to be jealous of
himself. And Evie wonders how she went from eschewing romance to having to choose
between two—or is it three?—boys.
Win Forever Penguin
"Presents a step-by-step guide to understanding geometry"--Provided by publisher.
Let's Play Math Teachers College Press
Illustrations and brief text explore some of the Valentine's Day-themed names that
people use as terms of endearment.
Hot X: Algebra Exposed! HarperCollins
When Chester the raccoon is reluctant to go back to school, his mother teaches him a secret
way to carry her love with him.
Do Not Open This Math Book Penguin
This title has been removed from sale by Penguin Group, USA.
Which One Doesn't Belong? Tanglewood

Actress and New York Times bestselling author Danica McKellar tackles the most feared of all
math classes—algreba—in this helpful algebra workbook that’s perfect for high school math
students. Algebra: The word alone has been known to strike fear in the hearts of even the best
students, but help is here! With her two earlier books, Math Doesn't Suck and Kiss My Math,
actress and math genius Danica McKellar shattered the “math nerd” stereotype and
empowered girls to conquer middle-school math and pre-algebra. Sizzling with McKellar's
trademark sass and style, Hot X: Algebra Exposed shows high schoolers how to master
algebra topics like square roots, polynomials, quadratic equations, word problems, and more. In
addition to fun extras like personality quizzes, reader polls, and boy-crazy confessionals, Hot X
includes: • Time-saving tips and tricks • Sample problems with detailed solutions • Relatable
real-world examples
How to Survive Middle School Dragonfly Books
Alex Gino, the Lambda Literary Award-winning author of Melissa, is back with another sensitive tale
based on increasingly relevant social justice issues. Jilly thinks she's figured out how life works. But
when her sister, Emma, is born deaf, she realizes how much she still has to learn. The world is going
to treat Jilly, who is white and hearing, differently from Emma, just as it will treat them both differently
from their Black cousins. A big fantasy reader, Jilly makes a connection online with another fantasy
fan, Derek, who is a Deaf, Black ASL user. She goes to Derek for help with Emma but doesn't always
know the best way or time to ask for it. As she and Derek meet in person, have some really fun
conversations, and become friends, Jilly makes some mistakes . . . but comes to understand that it's
up to her, not Derek to figure out how to do better next time--especially when she wants to be there for
Derek the most. Within a world where kids like Derek and Emma aren't assured the same freedom or
safety as kids like Jilly, Jilly is starting to learn all the things she doesn't know--and by doing that, she's
also working to discover how to support her family and her friends. With You Don’t Know Everything,
Jilly P!, award-winning author Alex Gino uses their trademark humor, heart, and humanity to show
readers how being open to difference can make you a better person, and how being open to change
can make you change in the best possible ways.
Noses Are Not for Picking Free Spirit Publishing
Introducing StoryPlay (TM) books--the smart way to read and play together! Introducing
StoryPlay Books--the smart way to read and play together! StoryPlay Books offer fun
ways to engage with little ones during story time and playtime with prompts and
activities that everyone will love! Each quality story will delight readers while building
early literacy skills for ages 3-5 by helping them develop: problem-solving abilities,
reading comprehension, social development, pre-reading skills, memory strengthand
more! Each book includes story-related games and crafts to extend the reading
experience. Teachers agree that StoryPlay Books are perfect for parents looking to
stimulate and engage their kids at home while having fun together! Each book also
shines a spotlight on important topics for this age. I Love You Because You're You -- a
sweet, rhyming story about the love between a little fox and his mother -- focuses on
emotions. Are you ready to start reading the StoryPlay way? Ready. Set. Smart!
Math Doesn't Suck Penguin
New York Times bestselling author Danica McKellar makes it a breeze to excel in high school
geometry! Hollywood actress and math whiz Danica McKellar has completely shattered the
“math nerd” stereotype. For years, she’s been showing girls how to feel confident and ace
their math classes—with style! With Girls Get Curves, she applies her winning techniques to
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high school geometry, giving readers the tools they need to feel great and totally “get”
everything from congruent triangles to theorems, and more. Inside you’ll find: • Time-saving
tips and tricks for homework and tests • Illuminating practice problems (and proofs!) with
detailed solutions • Totally relateable real-world examples • True stories from Danica’s own
life as an actress and math student • A Troubleshooting Guide, for getting unstuck during even
the trickiest proofs! With Danica as a coach, girls everywhere can stop hiding from their
homework and watch their scores rise!
What Does It Mean to Be Kind? Crown Books for Young Readers
Learn at home with help from The Wonder Years/Hallmark actress, math whiz, and New York
Times bestselling author Danica McKellar using her acclaimed McKellar Math books! Addition
and subtraction are as easy as 1+2+3 with this fun and accessible introduction to the
essentials of math. This funny and educational book will have readers embracing math instead
of fearing it. Finally, a FUN book to read with kids that helps bridge the gap between what's
being taught in school and how today's parents learned math back in the day. Giggle your way
through entertaining lessons on addition and subtraction involving muffins, turkey sandwiches,
kittens, googly eyes, and more! Danica McKellar uses her proven math techniques to give
children the solid grasp of addition and subtraction that will be key to their success and unlock
their potential in the classroom and beyond! You will WANT to open this math book!
Figuring Out Geometry Crown Books for Young Readers
Chock full of familiar situations and helpful hints, this book gives readers the tools they
need to develop this important character strength. Conflict is a normal-and unavoidable-
part of friendship. Handling those fights appropriately is where the challenge lies. That's
where Conflict Resolution: When Friends Fight can help.
If These Walls Could Talk: Seattle Seahawks Penguin
From signed numbers to story problems — calculate equations with ease Practice is the
key to improving your algebra skills, and that's what this workbook is all about. This
hands-on guide focuses on helping you solve the many types of algebra problems you'll
encounter in a focused, step-by-step manner. With just enough refresher explanations
before each set of problems, this workbook shows you how to work with fractions,
exponents, factoring, linear and quadratic equations, inequalities, graphs, and more!
100s of problems! Hundreds of practice exercises and helpful explanations Explanations
mirror teaching methods and classroom protocols Focused, modular content presented
in step-by-step lessons Practice on hundreds of Algebra I problems Review key
concepts and formulas Get complete answer explanations for all problems
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